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THE OVERLOOKED LINK BETWEEN BPR AND KPI

This ONE-PAGE MAGIC explores the underlying connections between business 
process reviews and key performance indicators (KPIs) by utilizing process review 
sessions to identify and apply meaningful KPIs to gauge business performance.

One of the most rewarding aspects of engaging in and 
facilitating process review and brainstorming sessions with 
clients is that as a consultant you gain a better, deeper 
understanding of the underlying connections between the 
various interrelated facets of the business, as you are 
allowed a unique platform and a legitimate forum to 

engage the client in the review process, to 
hear their input, and, for them to recognize 

the WIIFM (what's in it for me).

In our previous ONE-PAGE MAGIC NO. 38, we shared some 
thoughts on the trending and tracking of performance measures 
and service levels and how management can realistically assess 
the performance level of resources. 

‘What gets measured gets done’.
The above statement is often used in the world of business to indicate that by measuring what you do, you 
can effectively control and manage the desired outcomes and improve on them. Although this is a true 

statement and still carries a lot of weight, it overlooks other key – and equally important –
aspects of meaningful KPIs:Key Performance 

Indicators

Business Process 
Review

PERFORMANCE

MEASURE PROCESS
PROCESS MATURITY PAIN AREA? AREA OF STRENGTH?

▪ Process(es) driving the 
performance measures, 
forecasting and 
simulation models.

▪ Identify and rate 
process maturity:
(Low/Medium/High).

▪ Whether or not a 
documented process 
exists, a governing 
policy exists, and if a 
PDRA (Plan, Do, 
Review, Act) tracking 
exists.

▪ Also associated 
systems and/or tools, 
frequency of 
measurement and 
reporting.

▪ Lead and turnaround
times; ownership 
undefined and/or 
overlap? 

▪ Insufficient manpower/ 
performance 
measurement/ 
forecasting and 
simulation resources? 

▪ Process dependencies? 
Insufficient tracking of 
performance measures.  

▪ No existing forecasting 
and simulation models.

▪ Existence of clear 
policy to be used as the 
catalyst for process 
implementation?

▪ Process owners have 
good understanding of 
steps involved in the 
process?

▪ Clear ownership?
▪ Straightforward 

process?
▪ Costs involved?

Approach to Business Process Reviews
Gap Analysis and Pain Points Identification

In this ONE-PAGE MAGIC overview, we want to take a deeper dive into the connection 
between BPR and KPI and discuss how utilizing process review sessions can lead businesses 

to identify and apply meaningful performance indicators to gauge business performance.

Are you measuring the RIGHT things? Are these measures 
allowing you to make informed decisions about your 

business performance and to predict future performance?

Understanding what you need to track, measure and manage, 
determines what KPIs you need to identify and apply.

We provided two examples that were taken from one such process review session, which involved the 

ASIS review and assessment of (26) of the client’s performance measures (or key 
performance indicators—also known as KPI) distributed across their four core business areas.

Business 
Process 
Reviews

KPI
Reviews

RIGHT KPI 
Identified 
& Applied

▪ Going back to the process review and assessment sessions mentioned above, we began to 
dissect with our client each of the measures they have previously identified and have been 

tracking over several years. As we began to review each of these measures—what 

these measures meant, what was being tracked, what needed to be managed, how actual and 
target key figures (or metrics) were being calculated and reported on—we came to the realization 
that many of these measures were either redundant (they were being tracked under other KPIs) 
or were unmeasurable altogether (no actual or target metric calculation could be determined).

▪ Other measures could not be realistically tracked by our client as they involved other external 

entities and conditions that were beyond our client’s control. We were also able to identify 
completely new performance measures as a result of these assessment 
sessions, including possible reasons for variance, which provided insightful predictions of future 

performance for other business areas that have been previously ignored or overlooked.

In the end, our client gained two crucial things from these business process 
assessment and review sessions:

1. They built their capacity, capability, and maturity regarding identifying and applying 
meaningful performance measures to predict how they were likely to perform in the future.

2. They were able to identify and link other aspects of their business and to drive out additional 
performance indicators that were needed to guide their business planning and behaviour.
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